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DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION

Federal Aviation Administration

14 CFR Parts 25 and 121

[Docket No. 23792: Arndt. No•. 25-58 and
121-183]

Floor Proximity Emergency Escape
Path Marking

AGENCY: Federal Aviation
Administration (FAA), DOT.
ACTION: Final fule.

SUMMARY: This amendment estublishes
new performance standards for floor
proximity emergency escape path
marking to provide visual guidance for
emergency cabin evacuation when all
sources of cabin lighting more than 4
feet above the aisle floor are totally
obscured by smoke. This amendment
makes the standards applicl:Ible to
future type certification of transport
category airplanes and. after November
26,1986, to airplanes type certificated
after January 1, 1956, aod opera ting
under Part 121. These standards
represent a significant improvement in
aircraft cabin safety and are in addition
to the emergency lighting standards
currently in the regulations.
EFFECTIVE DATE: November 26. 1984.
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT:
Henri Branting. Technical Analysis
Branch (AWS--120), Aircraft Engineering
Division, Office of Airworthiness,
Federal Aviation Administration, 800
Independence Avenue. SW.,
Washington, D.C. 20591; Tetephone (202)
42~362.

SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION:

Background

On August 23, 1963, the Federal
Aviation Administration (FAA) issued
Notice of Proposed Rutemaking (NPRM)
No. 63-15 (46 FR 46216: October 11,
1983). This notice proposed new
performance standards for floor
proximity emergency escape path
marking to provide visual guidance for
emergency cabin evacuation when all
sources of cabin lighting more than 4
feet above L.1.e aisle floor are totally
obscured by smoke. The notice
proposed to make the standards
applicable to future type certification of
transport category airplanes and to most
airplanes operating under Part 121 of the
Federal Aviation Regulations (FAR).
These proposed standards would be in
addition to the emergency lighting
standards currently in the regulations.

The notice responded to certain
findings of the Special Aviation Fire and
Exptosion Reduction (SAFER) Advisory
Committee and was based on the results

of research, development. and testing
conducted by the FAA.

The SAFER Advisory Committee was
established in June 1976 by lhe FAA as a
result of information from public
hearings on aircraft fire safety. The FAA
directed the Committee to "examine the
factors affecling the ability of the
aircraft cabin occupant to survive in the
post-crash environment and the range of
solutions available." The Committee
consisted of 24 representatives of a wide
range of aviation and general public
interests. Technical support groups
included approximately 150 of the
world's top experts in fire research,
accident investigation. materials
development, and related fields. The
ComrrJttee found that accident
experience indicates smoke from
burning fuel and cabin material can
obscure overhead emergency lighting
and make cabin evacuation difficult.
Therefore. the Committee recommended
that consideration be given to placing
additional sources of lighting at a lower
level in the relatively clear air near the
cabin floor. The FAA accepted the
Committee recommendation and
conducted the research, testing, and
design studies necessary to develop this
proposed floor proximity marking
concept.

Current regulations require that
emergency lighting provide specific
illumination at seat armrest level. The
sources of this emergency illumination
are typically located overhead in the
cabin ceiling area. Service experience
shows that the current regulations
effectively ensure that the airplane's
main aisles, cross aisles, passageways,
and emergency exits are capable of
sustaining raid mass evacuation under
critical conditions over a reasonably
extended period of time. However. the
regulations do not adequately cover the
brief interval between the time buoyant
hot smoke and gases might begin to fill
the upper portion of the cabin and
extend down to near floor level.
obscuring all overhead lighting, and the
time the cabin is not survivable. While
this condition is extreme. it is
considered desirable to address this in
the aircraft design, and safety could be
improved through the use of lights, lights
and reflectors. or other devices to
provide floor proximity emergency
escape path marking.

The FAA conducted a series of
laboratory tests to took into the
problems of emergency lighting in
conditions of dense smoke and to study'
practical ways of developing improved
lighting systems for transport category
airplane cabins. A design feasibility and
cost study of floor proximity emergency
escape path marking was conducted

under FAA contract. The results of this
study are published in FAA Report No.
DOT/FAA/CT-03/31, Improved Interior
Emergency Lighting Study, dated
September 1963, available from the
National Technical Information Service.
Springfield, Virginia 22161. A copy of
this report is in the docket available for
inspection upon request. The economic
analysis for the notice was based on
data from this study. Eleven candidate
systems were considered in this study;
and although individual systems were
found to have certain advantages
compared to others. no system was so
clearly superior to the others that it
warranted its establishment through
regulation as the single standard for
floor pr9ximity emergency escape path
marking in general. Notice 83-15 pointed
out that there might be any number of
combinations of point lighting. flood
lighting, strip lighting, markers, signs,
reflective materials, and other
components that could adequately serve
the objective of floor proximity marking.
Therefore. the notice proposed an
objective performance standard rather
than requiring a particular system. A
performance standard in this case
would allow industry the flexibility to
choose among the various existing
systems or to develop new systems.

The standard proposed in Notice 63
15 would require that floor proximity
emergency escape path marking provide
emergency evacuation guidance for
passengers when all sources of
illumination more than 4 feet above the
cabin aisle floor are totally obscured. It
proposed that in dark of the night
conditions, the floor proximity
emergency escape path marking must
enable each passenger to: (1) Visually
identify the emergency escape path
along the aisle of the cabin floor after
leaving a cabin seat; and (2) Readily
identify each exit from the emergency
escape path by reference only to
markings and visual features not more
than 4 feet above the cabin floor. The
marking system performance would be
proven under dark of the night
conditions the same as those specified
in the emergency evacu.ation
demonstration requirements of § 25.803
of the Federal Aviation Regulations
(FAR).

The proposal would require that
airplanes type certificated after Janual'Y
1. 1958, and operating under Parl121
comply with the new standard within 2
years after the standard became
effective. The limited number of
airplanes type certificated before
January 1, 1956, operating under Part 121
were not included because the relatively
advanced age and smaller sizes of these
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airplanes would make compliance
impractical from an economic
standpoint. The 2-year period was
intended to allow air carriers lead time
to schedule the modifications necessary
for compliance to coincide with major
maintenance inspections and. therefore.
avoid an undue'compliance burden.

Comments and data on marking
systems capable of meeting the
proposed perfonnance standard were
specifically requested in the notice. with
the stipulation that they would be
considered in the publication of
advisory material on acceptable means
of compliance.

Public Participation

These amendments are based on
Notice 83-15. All interested parties have
been given an opportunity to participate
in the making of these' amendments. and
due consideration has been given to all
matters presented. Except for the
changes discussed below, these
amendments and the reasons for their
adoption are the same as those sta ted in
Notice 83--15.

Discussion of Comments

Twenty-four comments were received
in response to Notice 83-15, representing
the views of aircraft and equipment
manufacturers, aircraft operators,
aircraft crew organizations, U.S. and
foreign government organizations, and
consumer interests. All of the comments
support the safety objective of the
proposal, although various commenters
disagree with certain technical aspects
of the proposal.

Eight co~enters disagree with the
proposed applicability of the new
marking requirements to airplanes
certificated under FAR Part 25 and those
operated under FAR Part 121. These
commenters contend in general that
applicability should depend on aircraft
seating capacity, cabin size, type of
operation, or similar factors. Four of
these commenters oppose applicability
to the relatively smaller airplanes with
maximum seating capacities ranging
from 30 to 50, depending on the view of
the commenter. Three of the
commenters favor extending the
applicability to the type certification of
rotorcraft and the operation of aircraft
under regulations other than FAR Part
121. such as FAR Part 135.

Notice 83-15 did not address aircraft
certificated under Parts 23, 27, or 29 or
operations conducted under Part 135
because it was made in response to a
recommendation by the SAFER
Advisory Committee which limited its
investigation to tl,'ansport category
airplanes. Notice 83-15 intended to
establish additional requirements in Part

25 and Part 121 for the type of aircraft
and operation for which emergency
lighting is recognized as most critical
and for which the most stringent lighting
requirements have been established.
Other regulations contain lighting and
marking requirements considerably less
stringent. The research, development,
and testing and the feasibility ~nd cost
study which supported the proposal
were based on the type of transport
category airplane typically used in Part
121 operations. The proposal did not
include rotorcraft or the types of
airplanes operated under Part 135
because of their relatively smaller cabin
sizes. shorter aisle lengths, and shorter
seat-to-exit distances compared to
transport category airplanes.

The FAA does not agree that
applicability of these lighting
requirements should be determined by
the passenger capacity of 8n airplane
operated under Part 121 or type
certificated under Part 25. The transport
category airworthiness standards
require extensive emergency lighting
and evacuation markings for all
transport category airplanes, regardless
of passenger capacity. although they do
recognize that for relatively small cabins
seating 9 or less passengers smaller
evacuation markings provide the
required level of safety and obviate the
imposition of an impractical standard
(since small cabins may hot be able to
accommodate larger exit signs). These
cabins may use smaller emergency exit
signs with lower illumination than the
larger cabins. The objective
performance standard will
accommodate the "smaller" cabins by
permitting the design of 8 marking
system to suit the cabin size. Therefore.
the applicability of the requirement is
sdopted as proposed.

Nine commenters express views on
the 2-year compliance period in
proposed § 121.310[c)(3). Three
comrnenters favor increasing it to 3
years. Three favor accelerating
compliance. Three concur with the 2
years. The comments favoring an
increase to 3 years contend that the
marking requirements are complex and
that additional time should be allowed
for development and approval of new
designs. procurement of equipment, and
the installation of systems.

The 2-year period will provide
operators lead time to schedule
modifications to coincide with major
maintenance checks and therefore to
avoid an undue compliance burden. The
2-year compliance period recognizes
that the scbeduling of major
maintenance checks varies widely
among carriers and individual airplanes
depending on route structure and

airplane utilization rate and in many
cases exceeds 1 year. A significant
reduction in the compliance period
would conflict with the intent of the 2
year period and likely result in added
airplane down-time for a number of
carriers. The FAA anticipates that
carriers operating large fleets of various
types of aircraft may need more than 1
year to design, procure, and install the
new lighting systems and to revise their
technical manuals to include
appropriate information and guidance
regarding the new systems. Concerning
extending the compliance period to 3
years, there is no indication in the
comments that long-range modification
scheduling could not begin some time
during the design development and

.approval phase. Although the marking
systems are not necessarily complex in
design and construction, the 2-year
period provides sufficient time for
development and approval of new
designs, procurement of equipment, and
the installation of systems. Therefore.
the 2-year compliance period is adopted
as proposed.

One commenter contends the
proposed standard infers that a separate
floor proximity marking system is
required. The standard, as adopted,
does not require a separate system. A
single system might meet the
requirements for both general
illumination and floor proximity
marking.

Several commenters contend the
wording of the proposed standard
implies that marking/lighting is required
along the aisle. One commenter says
that aisle marking/lighting should not be
necessary because a person leaving a
seat needs no guidance to find the aisle.
even in total darkness. The commenter
says that with information provided by
the pre-takeoff briefing and the
passenger information card, the
passenger will know the location of
exits and, once in the aisle, can proceed
to an exit, using the aisle as tactile
guidance. Several commenters contend
that marking/lighting should be
necessary only for exits located bff the
main aisle.

The FAA agrees that visual guidance
is not needed to enable a passenger to
move from the seat to the aisle. The
standard does not require this. The
standard requires visual guidance for
the aisle escape path and the exits. It
does not require marking/lighting along

. the aisle. although this might be one
means of complying with the standard.
The standard does not preclude
compliance by the use of conspicuous
lighting or marking near the ends of the
aisle or at other critical points along the
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aisle. The FAA does not agree that
passenger exits on the main aisle need
no floor proximity marking since
without marking there would be no
means by which passengers could
readily identify the exits when overhead
lighting is obscured. Notice 63-15
explains that under this objective
standard, there might be many different
combinations of point lighting flood
lighting. strip lighting, markers, signs,
reflective materials, and other
components that could provide adequate
visual guidance. The FAA does not
agree with the commenter that tactile
guidance alone for the aisle is sufficient.
Under § 25.611(c), tactile guidance
currently may be used for locating exits
in dense smoke. For typical airline
passengers unfamiliar with cabin
features, visual guidance is more
effective than tactile.

One commenter points out that in an
actual fire. smoke might occur below the
4-foot level and that visual performance
requirements should be based on
defined optical density for smoke.

The FAA does not agree. It is
impractical to define the fire scenario to
this extent for the purpose of floor
proximity marking design. In an actual
fire. the obscuring layer might vary
along the length of the cabin well above
and below 4 feet. Notice 63-15
acknowledges that when lights are
totally obscured at 4 feet, the effective
height of clear air would be somewbat
less. Four feet is a nominal design
heigbt. and the air below this is deemed
clear for the purpose of floor proximity
marking design.

Two commenters point out that floor
proximity marking should not indicate a
particular direction in which the
passenger should move in an
emergency, as this would depend on the
nature of the emergency.

The FAA agrees. The proposed
standard was intended to provide an
indication to each passenger of the
nearest exits forward and aft, thus
giving the passenger a choice. depending
on the location of the passenger's seat.
The rule has been revised to make this
intent clear. The direction in which the
passenger chooses to move in an actual
emergency would depend on conditions
in the cabin.

In response to one comment,
§ 25.612(e) has been clarified by using
the term "cabin aisle floor" throughout

Many commenters express views
regarding the objective form of the
standard. While several cammenters
s,-,:pport the objective form. others
disagree, contending that the lack of
specific requirements leaves much of the
compliance finding to subjective
judgment and that this will not permit a

uniform application of the standard
throughout industry. Several
commenters recommend revising the
standard to specify the location,
illumination. and luminosity of lighting.
markers. and signs, similar to current
regulations on emergency lighting.

Notice 63-15 explains why the
proposed standard. far practical
reasons, defines objective rather than
specific requirements. The notice
explains that no marking system
appears so superior to others that it
warrants establishment as the single
standard for marking in general. There
is a notable difference between the
general illumination, which is required
in specific terms by current regulations,
and floor proximity marking. General
illumination is intended to enable a
large number of passengers to orient
themselves within the cabin, receive.
instructions and assistance from
crewmembers. and queue up quickly at
usable exits. General illumination is
necessary for this. Non·illuminating
markers will not suffice. Current
regulations prescribe specific
illumination for aisles and passageways.
Floor proximity marking is intended to
allow passengers who have become
familiar with the cabin layout during the
period of general overhead illumination
prior to an accident to find their way to
exits unassisted should the general
overhead illumination become obscured
by smoke. There are many combinations
of lights, markers. and signs which might
serve this objective in a cost beneficial
manner, and each must be shown
adequate for the particular cabin
interior and exit arrangement in
question. Therefore, 8 performance
standard is used to allow design
flexibility and at the same time ensure
the necessary safety.

Discussion Regarding Compliance With
the Objective Performance Standard

Several commeriters contend that
because the objective performance
standard does not specifically define a
means of compliance, the FAA should
publish advisory material concurrently
with the rule adoption to provide
guidance for the application of the
standard. The FAA recognizes the value .
of guidance material for the introduction
of a new performance standard. Notice
83-15 specifically requested comments
and data on marking systems capable of
meeting the proposed performance
standard for use in the development of
advisory material on means of
compliance. Although the response to
this request did not provide infonnation
on marking concepts which have been
evaluated or found acceptable under the
standard. it did identify those aspects of

the standard for which additional
clarification is appropriate.

In response to the comments. the
discussion below addresses all aspects
of the standard necessary for the
development of a means of compliance.
This discussion centers on the objective
of floor proximity marking and the
emergency condi tions the marking is
intended to counter. This information in
conjunction with established FAA
airworthiness evaluation and approval
procedures will permit the
determination of means of compliance
which will ensure tne consistent and
uniform application of the standard.
With this information. publication of
additional guidance material is not
necessary at this time.

Notice 63-15 explains that floor
proximity marking is intended to
counter conditions which might occur
some time after the start of the type of
emergency evacuation which is .
simulated in the demonstration required
by § 25.803. In this demonstration. test
subjects representing typical airline
passengers in a cabin filled to capacity
must evacuate the cabin in dark of the
night conditions within 90 seconds.
using emergency lighting only and with
one-half the number of emergency exits
rendered inoperative. Typically in a
mass evacuation of this type, passengers
immediately leave their seats and form
queues at operable exits which
generally are ready for use within 15
seconds. For the next 1 to 1 Y2 minutes.
the passengers in queues await their
tum to escape through emergency exits
and descend to the ground by escape
slides. Emergency lighting is sufficient to
enable the passengers to see the
features of the cabin interior.

In actual emergency evacuation
involving a fuel spill fire or cabin fire,
smoke might begin to fill the upper
portion of the cabin and eventually
obscure emergency lighting and signs.
This is the condition floor proximity
marking is intended to counter. By the
time this condition prevails in an
emergency evacuation, the evacuee
flows are most likely well established or
completed. The floor proximity escape
path marking is intended to enable
unassisted passengers who might
remain in the airplane to find emergency
exits when overhead lighting is
obscured.

A floor proximity emergency escape
path marking system might be shown to
meet the objective of the standard by
means of the types of demonstrations
discussed below or by means of
analysis based on comparison of the
marking system and cabin features with
a marking system and cabin features
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• previously approved by such types of
demonstrations.

Demonstrations. if used, are a means
to show that test subjects representing
typical passengers can leave any
passenger seat in the cabin and once in
the walkway area immediately adjacent
to the seat can proceed to the first exit,
or pair of exits, forward and aft of the
seat, and can make positive
identification of the exits. A walkway
area in this sense is an aisle or any
other area beyond the seats which a
passenger traverses to reach an exit.
While demonstrations should not be
necessary for each seat or seat row,
they are appropriate for those walkway
areas adjacent to passenger seals which
are determined to be the more critical
from the standpoint of visual reference
and the objective of the performance
standard. A sufficient number of
demonstrations should be conducted to
ascertain that test subjects can identify
all of the passenger emergency exits in

- the cabin.
In a fire situation severe enough to

obscllre all overhead lighting, some
passengers might find themselves alone
or in nearly vacated sections of the
cabin, witboufthe benefit of
crewmembers, queues of passengers.
individual passengers, human voices, or
other cues to aid them in finding and
identifying exits. This would be the most
adverse situation from the standpoint of
orientation and sense of direction and
would require the passenger, alone,and
unassisted, to rely solely on the visual
guidance provided by tbe floor
proximity marking system and the
passenger's familiarity with the cabin
exit arrangement acquired during the
passenger briefing under conditions of
general illumination. This situation
should be accounted for in the
demonstration of compliance.

Demonstrations should be conducted
either during the dark of the night or
during daylight with dark of the night
conditions simulated. If the
demonstrations are conducted during
daylight hours, each window, door,
emergency exit (open and closed), and
other openings should have provisions
to prevent daylight from entering the
passenger cabin. Each internal door and
curtain should be in the takeoff
configuration. During the
demonstrations, only the marking
system subject to the show of
compliance should provide light. Since
the demonstrations pertain to visual
reference and orientation, and not to
egress performance and evacuation rate.
the distribution of articles to create
minor obstructions in the aisle. as
mentioned in § 23.803(c)(11) for full-

scale evacuation demonstrations. should
not be necessary.

These demonstrations are intended to
confirm the efficacy of floor proximity
markings when all lighting more than 4
feet above the cabin aisle floor is totally
obscured by dense smoke. Obviously, in
an actual fire situation. illumination
from the floor proximity system would
be confined to within the 4 feet beneath
the overlaying smoke and would not
illuminate or reflect throughout the
cabin in general. In a demonstration in
which there is no overlaying smoke,
illumination from the floor proximity
system might reflect into the upper cabin
and produce unrealistic illumination for
the cabin and escape path. A single light
might be sufficient to illuminate a large
area of the cabin. Unrealistic reflections
and illumination should be accounted
for in demonstrations, either through 8

rational determination that they do not
change the validity of the demonstration
results or through the use of shielding or
shrouding, if necessary, to minimize or
eliminate their effects.

Persons used as subjects for the
demonstrations should be ambulatory
adults in normal health. Except for
information obtained from the pre
takeoff briefing and passenger
information card, and from the
instructions given immediately prior to
the demonstration, test subjects should
not have practiced or rehearsed or have
had the demonstration procedures
described to them within the past 6
months. Crewmembers, mechanics,
training personnel, and any other
persons who are familiar with the

. interior features of the cabin through the
normal course of their duties should not
be used as test subjects. A test subject
should not perform demonstrations for
more than one walkway area.

For each critical walkway area in the
cabin, demonstrations should be
performed by at least the following test
subjects individually: one male, one
female, and one person over 60 years of
age, male or female. Test subjects need
not include children.

Prior to the demonstration, the test
subject should be given a passenger
information card and be in a seating
area in a normally illuminated cabin in a
position to see and hear the pre-takeoff
passenger briefing required by § 121.571.
One or more observers should be in the
cahin. After the pre-takeoff briefing and
shortly before the demonstration, the
subject should be informed of the
objective and procedures of the
demonstration.

In each demonstration, the test
subject acting alone and without
assistance sbould be able to : (1) Leave

the passenger seat or seat row and enter
the walkway area immediately adjacent
(Visual reference to the escape path
marking need not be used to assist the
test subject in locating the walkway
area immediately adjacent to the seat or
seat row): (2) Standing or stooping in the
adjacent walkway area, identify from
visual reference to the floor proximity
marking system the direction(s) of the
first exit or pair of exists forward and
aft and indicate to the observer the •
means by which identification is made:
(3) Traverse to those exits without
significant hesitation, delay, or evidence
of confusion; and (4) Make positive
identification of the exits by visual
reference to features not more than 4
feet above the cabin floor and indicate
to the observer the means by which
identification is made. The exits may be
open or closed for the demonstration.
Safety precautions should be taken for
open exists. Identification should be
made for at least one exit of each type
and marking system in the cabin, in both
the open and closed positions.

Economic Analysis

One cornmenter states that the cost of
engineering design. documentation. and
demonstration should he added to the
estimated costs. The FAA agrees and
has increased the cost estimates by
about 10 percent. For the 1983 aircraft
fleet, the cost to retrofit is estimated to
be $22.95 million, including the cost
impact of additionar weight. Another
commenter states that the benefits
cannot be quantified with any degree of
accuracy. Clearly, it is impossible to
accurately determine the number of
persons who would have died in
accidents involving fire who will now
live because of this rule. However,
decisions must be made relating to
safety based on the best available
information. The historical fire fatalities
for tbe period 1965 through 1983 were
712. Extrapolating this fire fatality rate
over the next 10 years, the expected life
of the lighting system, the FAA
estimates that about 10 percent of that
number will have to be saved to justify
the cost. The FAA's judgment is that a
sufficiemt number of persons will be 
saved to justify the cost. The Regulatory
Evaluation which has been placed in the
docket contains B cost benefi t analysis
of the rule.

Trade Impact

"These rules will have little or no
impact on U.S. or foreign trade. In the
United States, both foreign and domestic
manufacturers must meet the proposed
requirements, and there will be no
competitive advantage to either. In

•
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(2~ Readily identify each exit from th"
emergency escape path by reference
only ta mal'king.3<and visual. features not
more than 4 feet above the' cabin tloar.

4. By changing the reference in tho"
introductory text ofnewly designated
paragraplr (f) of § 25.8'12 from
"paragraph (g)" to "paragraph (hr".

PART 121-eERT.lfICATION ANI)
OPERATIONS: DOMESTIC, FLAG, AND·
SUPPI.EMENliALAIftCARRIERS ANI)'
COMMERctlAL OPERA:rORS·OIr
LARGE AIRCRAFT

5. By amending § 121.310. b.y revising
parall!'aph (c] to read as follaws,

§ t21.310 Addllfonat emergency
equtpment.

6. By changing the reference in the
introductory text or para8}lapn (d) of
§ 121.310 from "§ 25'.812(g)" to
"§ 25.612(hl".
(Secs. 3>3(a). 314(a), 601 throug!l610. snd,
1102 of the Federal Aviation. Act of 1968 (49
V.S.C. 1354(0), 1355(0). 1421 through 1430, and.
1502); 49 V.S.C: l06(g) (Revised, Pub. L. 97
449. January 12. 1933))

Issued in Washington, D.C.• on October: 22..
1964.
Do.ald D. EDge••
Administrator,
[FR Doe. M-2am,FI1ed la-zs...&&; 2.1» pm)

BILLING CODE 4t1G-13-IL

(c) Lighting {orinteriar emergency
exit markings. Eadr passenger-carrying
airplane mnst have -an emergency
lighting system. independent of the main
lighting system. However. sources of
general cabin illumination may be
common to both the emergency and the
main lighting systems if the: power'
supply to the emergency lighting system
is independent of the power supply to
the main lighting system. Th" emergency
lighting system must-

(1) Illuminate each passenger exil
marking and locatfng sign;'

(2) Provide enongfr general lighting in
the passenger cabin so that the average

" illumination when measured at"40·inch
intervals at seat armrest height. on the
centerline of the main passenger aisfe, is
at least 0.05 fOOt-candies; and

(3) For airplanes typo" certificated after

I
January!. 1958; after November 2B'. 1986,
include floor-proximity-emergency
escape path marking which meets the
requirements of § 25.812(eJ of this
chapter in effect on November 26, 1984.

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

PART 25-AIRWORl'HINESS
STANDARDS: TRANSPORT
CATEGORY AIRPLANES

1. By amending § 25,812(a)(1) by
removing the: phrase "and interiOr"
lighting in emergency exit areas''- and
inserting. in its place.. the-phrase
"interior ligftting in emergency exit
areas, and floQll' proximity escape- path
marking".

2. By amending §. 25.812 by
redesignating pcesent p..agraphs (e)
througb (k) as paragraphs (f) through (I).

3. By amending § 25.812 by adding '"
new pacagraph (e) as fol1fJws:

§ 25.3t2 Emergency lighting.
• •

(e) Froor proximity emergency escape
path marking must pIlov,ide emergency
evacuation guidance far passengers
when all sources of illwnination more'
than 4 feet above the cabin: aisle floor
are totally obscured. In the dark of the
night, the floor proximity emergency
escape patli marking. must enable each
passenger to-

(1) After leaving the passenger sea~
visually identify the emergency escape
path along the cabin aisle Iloor to the
first exits or pair of exfts forward and
aft of the seat; and

government agencies... In addition, these
amendments will have little. or DO

impact. 00. trade oppOl!1uni.tie.s lIm U.s.
firms doing business overseas or for
foreign firms doing business in the
United St.ates_ Accordingly, it bas been
de-tel'mined that this is not ~ major
regulation under Executive Orner 12291.
In addi tion, th" TiAA has deti!rmined
thw this action ia..significant under'
DepaDtment or TranspQl!tation
Regulatory Policy ana Pracedures [44FR
11034; February 26,1979).

List of Subjects

14 CFR Part 25

Air transpomatioD, Aircraft, Aviation
safety, Safety. Tires.

14 CFH Part 121

Aviation safety, Safety. Air carriers..
Air transportation, Aircrafl,.Aicplanes.
Airworthiness diJectives and standmds.
Flammable materials.- Transportation,
Common carrieJls.

Adoption of the Amendment

Accordingly, Parts. 25 and 121 of the
Federal Aviation Regulations (14 CFR.
Parts 25 and 121) ace amended as
follows effective November 26, 1984'

foreign countries.. there would be at
minor cost advant.a&" only if th" foreign
country did not req,uire. the floor
proximily emergem::y escap~ path
marking system. Since the cost of the
marking system is negJigihle compared
to the total GOsts· of new aiIeraft .. there is
essentially no impact on trade.

ConclusioD'

Under the terms of the Regulatory
Flexibility Act [the. ActI. the FAA has
reviewed tllis pI:oposaJ to determine
what impact it might ha.ve on small
entities. Since the projected-cost DE
compliance could IJe. b"tween $&,500 and
$17,400 for each.aircI:aft in the Pact 121
fleet. the FAAbas detemlined that this
rule. if adopted, may have 8 significant
economic impact on.asubstantial
number of small entities_ Consequently.
a regulatory flexibility analysis and
regulatory e:valuation has been
prepared. ft is contained in the docket.
which is open to public inspeE:tion~A

copy of the evaluationmay be obtained
by contacting the pecsoo. identified
under the caption "FOR FURTHER
INFORMATION CONTACT:"

As required hy the Act. various
regulatory alternatives were considered.
such 8S: Making the requirements
applicable only to new airplanes, having
different standard"s based on the size of
the air carrier. letting the air carrier
industry decide whether to use the new
systems, and requiring all airplanes
operating under Part 121 to come into
compliance wfth the requirements
within a certain time period. Safefy
needs are such that the FAA has
selected the latter alternative set forth in
these amendments. The alternative of
making the requirements applicable onIy
to new airplanes was rejected because
of the delay this would cause
implementing the new standards
throughout the fleet. The alternative of
having different standards based on the
size of the air carrier was rejected
because the FAA oeIteves all members
of the traveling puolic should oe equally
protected. The alternative of letting the
air carrier industry decide whether to
use the new systems was. rejected
because in the past a volUntary
approach to new equipment has not
resulted in fleetwide iinprementation of
desired safety advances.

These amencfments are not likefy to
result in an annual effect on the
economy of $100 million or more or a
major increase in costs for consumers;
industry; or'Federal. Stare. or lucal
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DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION

14 CFR Parts 25, 29, and 121

[Docket No. 23781; Arndt. Noe. 25-58, 29
23, and 121-184]

Flammability RequIrement. for AIrcraft
Sa.t CushIon.

AGENCY: Federal Aviation
Administration (FAA), DOT.
ACTION: Final rule.

SUMMARY: These amendments establish
new flammability requirements for seat
cushions used in transport category
aircraft certificated under Part 25 and
Part 29 and require that the cushions in
transport category airplanes type
certificated after January 1. 1958. and
operating under Part 121 comply with
these new requirements after November
26,1987. These new requirements are in
addition to the present flammability
requirements contained in the Federal
Aviation Regulations and represent 8

significant advancement in aircraft fire
safety.
EFFECTIVE DATE: November 26, 1984.
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT:
Henri Branting, Technical Analysis
Branch (AW&-120), Aircraft Engineering
Division, Office of Airworthiness,
Federal Aviation Administration, 800
Independence Avenue, SW.,
Washington, D.C. 20591; telephone (202)
426-8382.
SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION:

Background

On August 23, 1983, the FAA issued
Notice of Proposed Rulemaking No. 83
14 (48 FR 46250; October 11, 1983). This
notice proposed to establish additional
flammability requirements for seat
cushions used in transport category
aircraft certificated under Part 25 and
Part 29 of lhe Federal Aviation
Regulations (FAR) and to require that
the cushions in most transport category
airplanes operating under Part 121
comply with these new requirements 3
years after the effective date of the
amendments.

The notice responded to certain
findings and a recommendation of the
Special Aviation Fire and Explosion
Reduction (SAFER) Advisory Committee
and was based on research and
development carried out by the Federal
Aviation Administration (FAA)
Technical Center and the Ames
Research Center of the National
Aeronautics and Space Administration..

The SAFER Advisory Committee was
established in June 1978 by lhe FAA as a
result of information from public
hearings on aircraft fire safety. The FAA

directed the Committee to "examine the
factors affecting the ability of the
aircraft cabin occupant to survive in the
post-crash environment and the range of
solutions available." The Committee
consisted of 24 representatives of a wide
range of aviation and general public
interests. Technical support groups
included approximately 150 of the
world's top experts in fire research,
accident investigation, materials
development, and relaled fields. At the
conclusion of its investigation into cabin
materials technology, the Committee
issued findings and formal
recommendations pertaining to long
range research, design, testing. and the
problems of smoke and toxic gas
emission. One recommendation was that
the fire blocking layer concept be
developed for aircraft seat cushions as a
means of retarding flame spread. The
FAA concurred in this recommendation
and carried out the research and
development necessary for
implementation of the concept.

As 8 result of regulatory amendments
adopted in 1972, aircraft seat cus.hions
are typically constructed of fire·
retardant polyurethane foaID and
upholstery covering, all of which must
presently pass the Bunsen burner test
prescribed in § 25.853 of the FAR. In a
prolonged full-scale cabin fire condition,
however. severe thermal radiation can
break down the outer upholstery
covering and penetrate into the
relatively large fuel mass of the
polyurethane foam core. This causes the
core to become involved in the fire,
spreading flame and producing
potentially lethal smoke, combustable
gases, and toxic gases. The results of
accident investigations and
experimental fire tests conducted by the
FAA have demonstrated that this
involvement of foam cushion material is
a dominant factor in the spread of cabin
fire. To counter this, fire retardant
performance standards for seat cushions
based on the level of protection that can
be achieved by the fire blocking layer
concept were proposed in Notice 83-14.

The fire blocking layer concept
involves the use of a thin layer of highly
fire-resistant material to completely
encapsulate and protect the larger mass
of foam core seat cushion material from
involvement in the cabin fire. This layer
of fire-resistant material delays the
onset of ignition and retards the
involvement of the core in the fire.

The initial phase of the FAA research
program for fire blocking layers
consisted of a series of instrumented
controlled environment cabin fire tests
which confirmed the efficacy and
practicality of fire blocking layers for
aircraft seat cushions.

The subsequent phase of the program
developed the test for evaluation and
certification of cushions, using an
adaptation of the type of 2 gallon/hoUl
kerosene burner which is currently in
standard use throughout industry as a
test for metallic tubing assemblies and
components. This test subjects the
cushion test specimen to temperature
and heat typical of full-scale cabin fire
and is far more realistic and severe thRn
the Bunsen burner test currently
required in Part 25 for cushion materials.

Notice 83-14 proposed the detailed
procedures of the kerosene burner test
developed by the FAA. The proposed
test would subject seat bottom and seat
back cushion specimens to a 2·minute
burner .flame impingement. The
proposed criteria for acceptance were
based, in part, on the percentage weight
loss of the cushion specimen during the
test. \VhiJe the proposal was based on
the perfonnance attained by fire
blocking construction, the proposal
would not require that seat cushions be
constructed in that way. Rather, it
proposed objective standards of
perfomlaDce for seat cushions so that if
other or impro.ved means of
accomplishing the fire safety objective
are developed, they can be used without
a need for regulatory amendment. The
notice proposed to incorporate the new
cushion flammability requirements a8
additions to the type certification
standards for both transport category
airplanes and transport ca tegory
rotorcraft since the flammability
requirements for these two categories of
aircraft Bre identical. The notice also
proposed that 3 years from the effective
dale of the fmal regulation, seat
cushions in airplanes type certificated
after January 1, 1958, and operated
under Part 121 meet the new
requirements.

Public Piliticipation

These amendments are based on
Notice 83-14. All interested parties have
been given aD opportunity to participate
in the making of these amendments, and
due consideration has been given to all
matters presented. Except for the
changes discussed below, these
amendments and the reasons for their
adoption are the same as those stated in
Notice 83-14.

Discussion of Comments

Forty-two comments were received in
response to Notice 83-14, representing
the views of aircraft aod equipment
manufacturers, aircraft operators.
material producers and testing
laboratories, aircraft crew
organizations, U.S. and foreign

I'l
I
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government organizations. and
consumer interest-s. The comments
strongly support the objective of
reducing the fire potential of seat
cushion materials.

Several comrnenters believe the new
cushion requirements should set limits
on smoke and toxic gas emission. One
commenter suggests using the National
Bureau of Standards (NBS) smoke
density chamber for this.

TheFAA recognizes that reduction in
smoke and toxic gas emission is an
important issue in fire safety. Notice 83
14 explains that the new cushions will
greatly reduce emissions by virtue of
their reduced heat and flame spread
potentiaL This has been proven by full
scale cabin fire tests. However.
addressing the emissions issue in
quantitative terms and setting limits on
emissions based on B defined test
procedure are beyond the scope of
Notice 83-14. The NBS chamber
mentioned by one commenter is a small·
scale laboratory -test which is not
suitable for testing large cushion
assemblies.

Several commenters contend the
requirements should not apply to
relatively small transport category
airplanes such as executive airplanes
and airplanes seating less than 44
passengers. Several of these
commenters contend the basis for the
justification for the requirements is the
40 aeconds which can be gained in
usable evacuation time through use of
improved cushions to delay fire spread,
They say while this gain might apply to
larger aircraft. it cannot be realized in
the smaller aircraft which generally
have short evacuation times. Other
commenters recommend extending the
requirements to airplanes certificated
under FAR Part 23 and those operated
1IDder FAR Part 135.

The FAA does not agree that benefit.
of the new requirements will be realized
only in larger aircraft. The new
requirements will greatly improve the
fire safety of those furnishings whi:ch
make up a major pal't of the cabin by
reducing the potential for ignition and
occurrence of fire and by inhibiting
flame spread and smoke and toxic gas
emission in the event fire does occur.
Ignition, flame spread, smoke. and toxic
gases are all potential hazards in inflight
fires as well as in those post~crash fires
involving emergency evacuation,
Although the potential gain in
evacuation time is more pronounced in

..-larger aircraft. the new requirements
will significantly benefit smaller aircraft
as well. Notice 83-14 explains that the
FAA is considering the need to propose
similar requirements for small airplanes
and rotoreraft used in Part 135

operation"S. Regulatory action for this
would be the subject of a separate
noticeifiound to be appropriate,

Several commenters contend the
requirements should not apply to flight
crewmember seats and rusht attendant
seats. These commenters point out that
seat comfort has a significant influence
on fl'ght crewmember performance and
efficiency and that there is the
possibility fire blocking layers could
compromise comfort on flights of long
duration. They point out that the risk of
fire involvement of flight crewmember
seats is low because the seats are
isolated from passengers and fuel.
located near a fire extinguisher. and
occupied at all times by personnel
trained in fITe prevention and control.
One commenter points out that cushions
of a flight attendant seat usually are thin
and that the added thickness and weight
of a fire blocking layer might interfere
with the seat~retract mechanism.

The FAA agrees with the commenters
on 1.2 issue of flight crewmember seats.
Since inservice evaluation of fire
blocking materials has not been
completed, and those materials with
optimum comfort properties have not
been identified. it wou1d be premature
at this time to require the retrofit of
seats the comfort of which might affect
performance of the Oight crewmembers.
Since flight attendants do not usualiy
remain in their seats for the duration of
the fligbt. flight attendant seata are not
considered as critical as flight
crewmember seats from the standpoint
of comfort and are not excluded from
the requirements. There are several
commercially available fire blocking
materials which are thin and
lightweigbt These should have no effect
on seat-retract mechanisms, The rule. 8S

adopted, excludes flight crewmember
seats from the requirements but does
not exclude flight attendant seats.

Several commenters contend the 3~

J'ear compliance period proposed in
§ 121.312(b) should be exlended to allow
operators sufficient time to handle
technical <lnd iogistical problems and to
account far longer cushion life spans
which the}' .say exceed 3 years in many
cases. The commenters contend the fire
blocki g requirements involve
essentially a new technology and
untested materials and that the
proposed 3-year period does not allow
sufficient time for cushion development.
inservice testing, certification,
production, and installation. They
contend the added cost of an
accelerated 3~year compliance period
would be significant.

The FAA does not azree the
compliance period should be extended.
The FAA closely mon~tors industry

progress and. while recognizing the
concerns of the commenters. has not
found any foreseeable technical problem
to suggest that retrofit cannot be
accomplished smoothly within 3 years.
Although the 3-year period was taken as
the life span of a typical cushion. as
explained in Notice 83-14, the longer life
spans of some cushions mentioned by
commenters would have no adverse
impact on the regulatory action since the
addition of fire blocking layers does nnt
necessarily result in discarding
cushions.

Severat commenters "Contend the 3·
year compliance period'proposed in
§ 12L312(b) is too long and that fleet
retrofit should be completed in a much
shorter time. They contend the safety
benefits of a .shorter compliance time
would .exceed costs and that this
justifies the faster retrofit. Several
commenters recommend that all newly
manufactured airplanes comply with the
requirements within 1 year.

"The FAA generally Tec9gnizes that
benefits from safety improvements are
maximized the sooner required retrofits
are completed. However. 8S pointed out
by several commenters, the subject
regulatory action involves a new
technology. and there must be sufficient
lead time in the compliance period to
enable all parties affected to attain
reasonable proficiency. develop design
alternatiJles, produce finished articles,
and phase in installations, Fire blocking
technology entails new test equipment
and criteria and advanced state·of-the
art materials, many of which have not
been service tested, The FAA believes a
substantial reduction in the compliance
period recommended by commenters
would be impracticaL The
recommendation that newly
manufactured airplanes comply within "1
year will effectively be achieved since.
8S a matter of practice, seat and aircraft
manufacturers would meet the
operational rules which govern their
market. It is higlrly unlikely that
manufacturer.s wDuld produce
noncomplying seat cushions after 1 year
has passed. knowing the cushions would
require retrofit in less than 2 years. It is
equally unlikely that older aircraft being
refurbished would be refurbished with
noncomplying seat cushions. knowing
thal they would need to be replaced
before the end of their normal useful life.
These commercial considerations will
cause manufacturers and operators who
are refurbishing older aircraft to
introduce seat cushions with fire
blocking layers (or other equivalent
meaIlll of fire protection) soon after the
effective date of this rule. The 3-year
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compliance period is adopted as
proposed.

Several commenters express concern
that the addition of a fire btocking layer
to 8 seat cushion approved under
Technical Standard Order (TSO) Cnb •
for flotation devices on TSO-C39a for
seats might constitute 8 major
modification of the cushion which could
invalidate the TSO approvals.

The FAA has conducted cyclical
flotation tests of several fire blocked
cushions to determine the effect fire
blocking layers might have on the
buoyancy of cushions. The typical
lightweight. highly fire-resistant
materials being used as 8 fire blocker
should have negligible effect on
buoyancy. The use of heavy blocking
material might reduce buoyancy to the
extent which could require
requalification under TS~nb.
Provided the layer does not significantly
reduce buoyancy or interfere with grasp
straps, markings. or other flotation
device features and the cushion foam
core is not altered, the addition of fire
blocking rnaterial is considered a minor
modification and does not affect
approval under TS~nb. Since the
fire blocking layer requirements are
additional to the requirements of
§ 25.853 and are in no way expected to
affect seat cushions' eligibility to meet
the standards ofTS~39a and be so
marked. approval under TS~39a is
not affected.

Several commenters contend cushions
which meet the new flammability
requirements should not be required to
meet § 25.853(b) as this would be
redundant. Commenters contend also
that if fire blocking layer material is
required to meet § 25.853(b). it should be
tested separately and not as part of a
cushion assembly.

The FAA believes the new
flammability requirements based on fire
blocking performance snd the
requirements of § 25.853(b) are both
necessary. Notice 83-14 explains that
fire blocking delays. but does not
prevent. ignition of cushion foam
material and its involvement in cabin
fire. The fire resistance required by
§ 25.853(b) is necessary in the event fire
does penetrate the cushion. Under
§ 25.853(b), fire blocking material would
be considered as upholstery in general
and would be tested separately if it is
not bonded or permanently affixed to
the cushion foam. In view of the sound
experience which backs up § 25.853(b).
highly fire-resistant fire blocking
materials should have no difficulty
qualifying. whether tested separately or
as part of a cushion assembly.

Several commenters contend the
proposed requirements of § 25.853(c)

and Appendix F, as written. are
inflexible and would require an
unnecessary amount of testing with the
fuji-scale oil burner apparatus.
Commenters point out there are
numerous variations in color. weight.
blend. texture. and other properties of
cushion dress covering which heve a
negligible effect on fire safety. The .
commenters contend that once a cushion
sssembly is quslified by the oil bumer
test. minor changes in dress covering
should be allowed without
requalification by full-scale testing.

The FAA agrees with the commenters
that once a cushion is qualified by full~

scale oil burner tests. additional tests
are not necessary for minor changes in
dress covering provided the replacement
covering is similar to the original
covering in fire resistance. The FAA
recognizes that BS experience is gained
in the testing of various fire blocking
materials and material combinations.
the purposes served by full-scale testing
and the situations which warrant it v.ill
become clearly focused. Therefore.
paragraph (a)(3) of Part n of Appendix F
is revised to allow that for a cushion
which has been qualified by the oil
burner test, the dress covering of that
cusbion may be replaced with a similar
dress covering if the bum length of the
replacement covering, as determined by
the test specified in § 25.853(b), does not
exceed the burn length of the original
covering.

Several commenters contend the oil
burner test is impractical for aircraft
certifieslion and that there should be
provisions for testing small-scale
laboratory specimens with smaller
equipment such ss the Meker gas
bumer, the Ohio State University Heat
Release Chamber, or a radiant panel
type test. Several commenters Bre
concerned that the oil burner test is not
suitable for quality control testing.

The FAA does not agree the oil burner
test is impractical or should be replaced
by some other test. It is intended as a
design qualification test to substantiate
the performance of an assembly
product. The test subjects specimens to
temperature and heat flux typical of
cabin fire, as determined by full-scale
cabin fire tests. For seat cushions. as for
other aircraft components and
assemblies, the required quality level of
constituent materials is assured by use
of small-scale tests or other assay
methods selected by the manufacturer
for the particular materials in question.
The FAA does believe that eventually
otber tests may be developed which
could be used for the qualification of
cushions. While the commenters do not
substantiate the validity or equivalency
of another test at this time. the FAA

believes this option should be left open
to encourage future developments.
Accordingly, § 25.853(c) and § 29.853(b)
are specifically revised to allow a
finding of equivalency.

Several comrnenters contend the ten
percent weight loss limit is not a
realistic measure of a cushion's
resistance to fire and is not an
appropriate criterion for acceptance.
The commenters suggest using an
absolute weight loss of around one-half
pound per specimen. One commenter
suggests using a rate of weight loss.
although no specific rate is suggested.
Several commenters contend that under
the 10 percent criterion, -an adequate
supply of fire blocking materials will not
be available to meet airline needs.

The FAA believes the 10 percent.
weight loss criterion is appropriate. The
FAA has tes ted over 300 candidate fire
blocking materials, of which over 100
passed the 10 percent criterion. The use
of absolute weight loss in lieu of percent
weight loss as the criterion for these
materials had an insignificant effect on
the overall pass/fail results. Percent
weight loss normalizes test results
according to specimen weight and
affords a safeguard against the use of
materials which might have a lower
resistance to fire in combination with B

lower weight. There is no indication 8

rate of weight loss as suggested by one
commenter is more appropriate than
percent weight loss. Rate of weigbt los8
alone in this case would not provide a
relevant indication of fire resistance
unless related to lime. The 10 percent
criterion relates to test duration which.
as adopted. does not exceed 7 minutes.
In view of the FAA materials tests and
industry's progress in implementing the
fire blocking concept, the FAA believes
there is an adequate supply of materials
to meet airline needs.

Several commenters contend the
dimensionally standard specimens
specified in Appendix F are not a
realistic representation of cushions with
complex curvatures and unique shapes.
The commenters recommend testing
actual cushions.

The FAA believes only dimensionally
standard specimens should be used in
the subject test to ensure a consistent
baseline for comparison of cushion fire
blocking performance. The test
measures the effectiveness of material.
or materials in combination, in delaying
involvement of cushion foam in fire. For
this. standard specimens of the
materials are needed. The FAA
evaluated the testing of nonstandard
cushion shapes and found this can
produce results unsuitable for the
comparison of materials.
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One commenter contends the
requirements do not make cleaf if the
seat bottom Bnd seat back cushions
must be constructed ofidentical fire
blocking materials or may have different
materials and different levels of fire
blocking performance. This is a critical
consideration since the test is more
severe to the seat bottom specimen than
the back specimen.

The requirements do not intend that
materials in the back cushion
necessarily be the same as those in the
bottom cushion since material selection
might be governed by comfort,
durability, and other factors pertinent to
the particular cushion. However, the
requirements do intend that the
materials in both the bottom and the
back cushions be able to satisfactorily
withstand the flame impingement of the
test burner since in an actual cabin fire.
flame impingement might be equally
severe to both cushions. To clarify this
intent, paragraph (a)(3) of Pari II of
Appendix F is revised to require that if
different materia! configurations are
used in the bottom and back cushions,
each configuration must be tested as a
complete specimen set.

Several commenters point out that the
back sides of many seat back cushions
are bonded to metal which effectively
provides blocking layer protection. 'The
commenters question whether in such
cases the back side of the cushion must
be enclosed by the same fire blocking
material used to enclose the other sides.

The rule does not require the same
blocking layer material be used to
enclose all sides of a cushion, nor does
it preclude the use of metal blocking
layers. As adopted, it requires that the
cushion meet the prescribed test
requirements or equivalent. Seat
structure in combination with some
other material would be an acceptable
combination of fire blocking materials,
provided adequate performance of the
combination is substantiated.

Numerous comments were submitted
regarding the details of the proposed
new test criteria of Appendix F. As a
result, there are many revisions in the
criteria, most of which are simple
refinements to increase test
repeatability. The most significant
revisions are in section (a). Criteria for
Acceptance. and these have only a
minor effect on the performance level
required of cushion specimens.
Paragraph [a)(2) is revised to delete the
requirement for venting-internal cushion
pressure. This requirement is not
necessary since aircraft cushions
inherently are self-venting by
construction to accommodate cabin
altitude changes. Paragraph (a)(4) is
clarified by changing the term "flame

spread" to the term "burn length," as
currently used in Appendix F and by
specification of a maximum permissible
burn length based on specimen width.
Also, paragraph (a)(4) is clarified
regarding the number of specimens
which must pass the test. Notice 83-14
proposed that one-half of the required
three specimens. or two, pass. The rule
as adopted specifies two out of three.
Paragraph (a)(5) is revised to clarify the
procedure for determining specimen
weight after the test and to ensure that
wide fluctuations in test results of
marginal specimens do not unduly
influence the pass/fail outcome of
combined test results. The proposed
requirement that there be no flaming
accumulation of melted material
beneath the test specimen is deleted.
This was found to be impractical.

Flaming material accwnulation is as
much a function of the test apparatus as
of specimen material properties.

Numerous clarifications Bre made in
sections (b) through [h), all of which
have a negljgible effect on test
requirements. The method for
determining ventilation rate of the test
area is clarified. Tolerances for length,
.weight. temperature. and heat flux are
specified. and additional descriptive
information on equipment is provided. A
requirement for conditioning the
8pecimen at 55 percent relative humidity
is specified. The type of fuel used for the
test is specified 8S #2 Grade kerosene or
equivalent. The time and means are
specified for terminating the test for
those specimens which do not self
extinguish.

Regulatory Evaluation

This amendment is expected to
provide a net benefit to society, as likely
benefits are expected to exceed likely
costs. This evaluation relies heavily on
information developed in a study done
by the National Bureau of Standards
(NBS), Center for Fire Research entitled
Decision Analysis Model for
Passenger-Aircraft Fire Safety With
Application to Fire-Blacking of Seats,
published in March 1984. A copy of this
study is available in the docket of this
rulemaking action.

The NBS study reviewed an accident
dats bsse which included all world
aircraft accidents where fire was a
factor in fatalities, as well as major
aircraft hull property damage incidents
where a fire blocking seat interior might
have lessened or eliminated property
loss. The NBS study report lists sll of
these accidents. as well as the rationale
for estimating the effectiveness of fire
blocking layers in saving lives and
lessening property damage.

The benefit effectiveness of fire
blocking layers is basically a function of
the increased time that is made
available for aircraft evacuation, as a
result of fire-blocking layers. This time
is varied, ranging between 20 seconds
and 60 seconds, in the NBS study. Table
1 below summarizes three basic values
for fire·blocking benefits. based on
assumptions of increased evacuation
time and different levels of property
damage. The only adjustment to the NBS
study data is the use of a value of life of
$650,000 compared to the $500,000 value
in the NBS study. The higher numher is
used in FAA evaluations.

FIRE BLOCKING SEAT ALTERNATIVES

. ANNUAUZEO BENEFIT SUMMARY

[Valuel in mlIlionI 01 1g&3 doIlarIJ

.....
llonoJ
~oc·

ultion H9l
limo
(~.

end,)

20 18.9 lives 10.6 &vel 4.• Iiwa.
$3.87 clalTllg&.•_. $2..21 damage S1.78 dImage.
$'<1.85 total $9.2310111. $4.60 total.

43 20.1 lives... . •• 13.6 lives... .. .. 4.7 lives.
$3.87 damlge $2.21 clalTIIge •••. S1.76 damage.
S16.92 total $11.05Iotal $4.81 total.

eo 22.3Iive.!.. 13.6 lives... . .•.71iva1.
$3.87 damage $2.21 damage . $1.78 damage.
$18.3710tal $11.051otal. ~.81 total.

NoTE.-Uves ..ved are vall*! at $650.000 per Iile.
Source: NBS ltudy p. 26 (except as per note).

For purposes of this evaluation. we
will concenIre te on the middle and high
benefit range and limit analysis to the
20- and 43-second added evacuation
time summaries. In this approach. we
eliminate the extremes of very long
evacuation times and very low benefit
rates.

The NBS study estimated the costs of
frre blocking seat alternatives much as
the NASA study cited in FAA's .
preliminary regulatory evaluation did.
The important elements of incremental
cost are the incremental costs of
refurbishing seats with seat blocking
materials and the operating cost of
carrying added weight around in the
aircraft.

The following table summarized the
high, middle, and low cost estimates of
the incremental cost of material and
installation for three blocking
alternatives. The first is Norfab, 8

weave of 25 percent Nomex, 70 percent
Kevlar. and 5 percent Kynol, aluminized
on one side. The second is a loosely
woven fiberglass scrim and a
lightweight fiberglass paper bonded
with a fire retardant adhesive. The third
is 0/18 ~ Neoprene foam. bonded to
urethane. The manufacturing costs are
based on estimates provided by two
seat manufacturers.
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INCREMENTAL COST OF FIRE BLOCKING LAVERS

FOR U.S. FLEET (MATERIALS. INSTAUATtON
AND OPERATING COSTS)

[Data ... in miIlionI 01 1983 cIaAllrs]

....
<Ie

"""..
Materials IWld inIItalldon--_ $1«5.56 $11.13 $9.15
Opefa~ CO!It '_M_"'~ •••_._••_ ........_ 8.93 '.93 9.93

Tot* COSl_____ 26.•• 21.76 19.68

"""'-
Materials and in5taIlItion___ 1'.17 .... 4B1Operating cos1 ....________.

~92 2..92 ~92

Total CCl&t_____• 1•.09 .... 1.73"_....
Ma.terials and Installation..-.__.._. 16.95 0.29 9...,
Operallng cost .._ ..•_ ..__.._ ..__.•_ 19.49 19.49 19.49

Total coM_.__..._._ 36.44 26.78 24.89

Sowce; TabMs G-10 and 6 01 NBS slIdy.

The reoults of the NBS study indicate
that there are fire blocking alternatives
for which likely benefits clearly exceed
likely costs. The fiberglaos fabric
alternative has a benefit/cost ratio
greater than one except in those
instances where comparisons use low
benefits or high costs and middle
benefit. Comparing middle costs with
middle benefits, the benefit/cost ratio is
1.15.

There is some uncertainty about the
predicted ultimate costs and benefits of
the fire blocking rule which is adopted
by this amendment. The major questions
result from the uncertainties as to which
technically feasible solutions will be
practical. Several different solutions are
being tried by industry, each of which
appears promising. The optimum
solutions will be known only after
having fire blocking alternatives put into
widescale utilization and testing with
the airlines. On balance, however. FAA
believes that this evaluation and the
NBS study sbow that the amendment
will create a net benefit to society.

It is expected that the airline supplies
and materials industries will work with
the airlines to develop a relatively
inexpensive, lightweight fire blocking
material. Even if practical problems are
encountered with a fiberglass material,
these problems will likely be solved. or
alternatives will likely be developed
with have weight and expense factotS
similar to fiberglass fabrics.

Regulatary Flexibility Act
Determination

A final Regulatory Flexibility Analysis
was conducted in compliance with
section 604(a) of the Regulatory
Flexibility Act. The conclusion in the
initial regulatory evaluation, that the
rule may cause a significant economic
impact on a substantial number of small

entities, is not altered by the present
evaluation.

There were DO public comments in
response to the initial regulatory
flexibility analysis, and there are no
alternatives which lessen the impact on
small entities while providing all
members of the traveling public with an
equal level of protection.

Paperwork Reduction Act

Information collection requirements in
this regulation (Part 25, Appendix F)
have been approved by the Office of
Management and Budget under the
provisions of the Paperwork Reduction
Act of 1980 (Pub. L. 96-511) and have
been assigned OMB Control Number
212(}-{)()16.

Conclusion

Under the terms of the Regulatory
Flexibility Act (the Act), the FAA has
reviewed this amendment to determine
the impact it might have on small
entities.

Since the estimated impact on the
small unscheduled air carriers could be
approximately $9,000 per year, it has
been determined that this rule may have
a significant economic impact on a
substantial number of small entities.
such as small air carriers operating
under Part 121. As required by the Act,
the FAA has completed a regulatory
flexibility analysis ao part of the
regulatory evaluation. A copy of the .
analysis!evaluation is contained in the
regulatory docket A copy of it may be
obtained by contacting the person
identified under the caption "FOR
FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT."

The Act also requires that when there
is a significant impact on small entities
the agency must consider alternatives in
the rulemaking process. In the case of
flammability requirements, the
alternatives are limited in number. One
alternative would be to lessen the
impact on small entities by making the
more stringent requirements apply only
to the larger air carriers or by allowing
the smaller entities a longer period to
come into compliance. These

. alternatives were rejected because of
the importance of passenger safety,
whether traveling on a large. scheduled
airline or on a smaller, unscheduled
airline. As alternative approaches. the
FAA considered both regulations that
would specify the only materials and
construction processes permitted to be
used and regulations that set
performance standards to be met. The
FAA has proposed performance
standards to permit those operating
under Part 121 the opportunity to choose
and install the most economical
materials and processes capable of

meeting the flammability performance
standards.

This rule is not likely to result in an
annual effect on the economy of $100
million or more, or a major increase in
costs for consumers, industry, or
Federal, State, or local government
agencies. In addition, this rule would
have little or no impact on trade
opportunities for United States fi~s
doing business overseas or for foreign
rums doing business in the United
Slates. Accordingly, it has been
determined that this is not a major
regula ion under Executive Order 12291.
In addition, the FAA has determined
that this action is significant under
Department of Transportation
Regulatory Policy and Procedures (44 FR
11034; February 26. 1979).

List of Subjects

14 CFR Part 25

Air transportation, Aircraft. Aviation
safety, Safety, Tires.

14 CFR Pari. 29

Air transpor.tation, Aircraft, Aviation
safety, Safety, Tires, Rotorcraft

14 CFR Part 121

Aviation safety, Safety, Air carriers,
Air transportation, Aircraft, Airplanes.
Airworthiness directives and standards.
Flanunable materials, Transportation,
Common carriers. -

Adoption of the Amendment

Accordingly, Parts 25, 29, and 121 of
the Federal Aviation Regulations (14
CFR Parts 25, 29, and 121) are amended
as foUows, effective November 26, 1984:

PART 25-AIRWORTHINESS
STANDARDS; TRANSPORT
CATEGORY AIRPLANES

1. By amending § 25.853 by
redesignating present paragraphs (c)
through (e] as paragraphs (d) through {f]
and adding a new paragraph (c) ao
foHows:

§ 25.853 Compartment Interiors.
•

(c) In addition to meeting the
requirements of paragraph (b), seat
cushions. except those on flight
crewmember seats, must meet the test
requirements of Part II of Appendix F of
this part. or equivalenL

2. By amending Appendix F to Part 25
by removing the introductory sentence.
and by designating the text of AppendIX
F to Part 25 as Part 1 as follows:
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Appendix F

Part I-An Acceptable Test Procedure for
Showing Compliance With §§25.853, 25.855,
and 25.1359

•
3. By amending Appendix F to Part 25

by adding a new Part II to read as
follows:

•
Part II-Flammability ofSeat Cushions

(a) Criteria for Acceptonce. Each seat
cushion must meet the following criteria:

(1) At least three sets of seat bottom and
seat back cushion specimens must be tested.

(2) U the cushion is constructed with 8 fire
blocking material, the rue blocking material
must completely enclose the cushion ieam
core material

(3) Each specimen tested must be
fabricated using the principal components
(i.e.• foam core, notation material, fire
blocking material. if eserl. and dress
covering) and assembly processes
(representative seams and closures) intended
for use in the production articles. If a
different material combination is used for the
back cushion than for the bottom cushion.
both material combinations must be tested as
complete specimen sets, each set consisting
of a back cushion specimen and a bottom
cushion specimen. If a cushion. including
outer dress covering. is demonstrated to meet
the requirements of this appendix using the
oil burner test. the dress covering of tha t
cushion may be replaced with a !Iimilar dress
covering provided the burn length of the
replacement covering. as determined by the
test specified in § 25.853(b). does not exceed
the corresponding burn length of the dress
covering used on the cushion subjected 10 the
oil burner test.

(4) For at least two-thirds of the total
number of specimen sets tested. the burn
length from the burner must not reach HIe
side of the cushion opposite the burner. The
bum length musl not exceed 17 inches. Bum
length is the perpendicular distance from the
inside edge of the seat frame closest to the
burner to the farthest evidence of damage to
the test specimen due to flame impingement.
including areas of partial or complete
consumption. charring. or embritUement. but
not including areas sooted, stained, warped.
or discolored. or areas where material has
shrunk or melted away from the heat source.

(5) The average percentage weight loss
must not exceed 10 percent. Also. at least
two-thirds of the total number of specimen
sets tested must not exceed 10 percent weight

. loss. AU droppings falling from the cushions
and mounting stand are to be discarded
before the after·test weigbt is detennined.
The percentage weight loss for a specimen
set is the weight of the specimen set before
testing less the weight of the specimen set
after testing expressed as the percentage of
the weight before testing.

(b) Test Conditions. Vertical air velocity
should average 25 fpm±10 fpm at the top of
the back seat cushion. Horizontal air velocity
should be below 10 fpm just above the
bottom seat cushion. Air velocities should be
measured with the ventilation hood operating
and the burner motor off.

(c) Test Specimens. (1) For each test. one
set of cushion specimens representing.a seat
bottom and seat back cushion must be used.

(2) The seat bottom cushion specimen must
be 18± In, inches (457±3 mm) wide by 2O± 'riI
inches (508±3 mm) deep by 4.±~ inches
(102±3 mm] thick. exclusive of fabric
closures and seam overlap.

(3) The seat back cushion specimen must
be 18±?il inches (432±3 mm) wide by Z5±'Is
inches (635±3 mm) high by 2± "18 inches
(51±3 mm) thick. exclusive of fabric closures
and seam overlap.

(4) The specimens must be conditioned at
70±5 -F (21±2 -C) 559(,±1~ relative
humidity for at least 24 hours before testing.

(d) Test Apparatus. The arrangement of the
test apparatus is shown in Figures 1 through 5
and must include the components described
in this section. Minor details of the apparatus
may vary, depending on the model burner
used.

(1) Specimen Mounting Stand. The
mounting stand for the test specimens
consists of steel angles. as shown in Figure 1.
The le[lgth of the mQunting stand legs is
12± 'til inches (305±3 mm). The mounting
stand must be used for mounting the test
specimen seat bottom and seat back. as
shown in Figure 2. The mounting stand
should also include a sui table drip pan lined
with aluminum foil. dull side up.

(2) Test Burner. The burner to be used in
testing must-

(i) Be a modified gun type;
(ii) Have an 8O·degree spray angle nozzle

nominally rated for 2.25 gallons/hour at 100
psi;

(iii) Have a 12-inch (305 mm) burner cone
installed at the end of the draft lube, with 9n
opening 6 inches (152 mm) high and 11 inches
(280 mm) wide, as shown in Figure 3; and

(iv) Have a burner fuel pressure regulator
that is adjusted to deliver a nominal 2.0
gallon/hour of # 2 Grade kerosene or
equivalent required for the teat.
Burner models which have been used
successfully in testing are the Lennox Model
08--32. Carlin Model 200 CRD, and Park
Model OPL 3400. FAA published reports
pertinent to this type of burner are: (1)
Powerplant Enginering Report No. 3A.
Standard Fire Test Apparatus and Procedure
for Flexible Hose Assemblies. dated March
1978: and (2) Report No. DOT!FAA!RD!78!
213. Reevaluation of Burner Characteristics
for Fire Resistance Tests. dated January 1977.

(3) Calorimeter.
(i) The calorimeter to be used in testing

must be a (0-15.0 BTU/fti-sec. 0-17.0 w/cm2]
calorimeter, accurate ±3%. mounted in a 6
inch by 12-inch (152 by 305 mOl) by o/.. -inch
(19 mm) thick calcium silicate insulating
board which is attached to a steel angle
bracket for placement in the test stand during
burner calibration, as shown in Figure 4.

(ii) Because crumbling of the insulating
board with service can result in misalignment
of the calorimeter, the calorimeter must be .
monitored and the mounting shimmed. as
necessary. to ensure that the calorimeter face
is flush with the exposed plane of the
insulating board in a plane parallel to the exit
of the test burner cone.

(4) Thermocouples. The seven
thermocouples to be used for testing must be

Y18- to ~-inch metal sbeatbed. ceramic
packed. type K. grounded thet'!nocouples with
a nomina! 22 to 30 American wire gage
(AWG)·size conductor. The seven
thermocouples must be attached to a steel
angle bracket to form 0 thermocouple rake for
placement in the test stand during burner
calibration. as shown in Figure 5.

(5) Apparatus .4rrangement. The test
burner must be mounted on a suitable stand
to position the exit of the burner cone a
distance of 4±~ inches (102±3 nun) from
one side of the specimen mounting stand. The
burner stand should have the capability of
allowing the burner to be swung a~'lI)' from
the specimen mounting stand during warmup
periods.

(6) Data Recording. A recording
potentiometer or other suitable calibrated
instrument with an appropriate range must be
used to measure and record the outputs of the
calorimeter and the thermocouples.

(7) Weight Scale. Weighing Device-A
device must be used that with proper
procedures may determine the before and
after test weights of each set of seat cushion
specimens within 0.02 pound (9 grams). A
continuous weighing system is preferred.

(8) Timing Device. A stopwatch or other
device (calibrated to ±1 second) must be
used to measure the time of application of the
burner flame and self-extinguishing time or
test duration.

(e) Preparation ofApparatus. Before
calibration. all equipment must be turned on
and the burner fuel must be adjusted as
specified in paragraph (d)(2).

{O Calibration. To ensure the proper
thermal output of the burner, the following
test must be made:

(1) Place the calorimeter on the test stand
as shown in Figure 4 at a distance of 4± %
inches (102±3 mm) from the exit of the
burner cone.

(2) Turn on the burner, allow it to run for 2
minutes for warmup, and adjust the burner
air intake damper to produce 8 reading of
10,S±0.5 BTU/ft'·sec. (11.9±O.6 w/cm2j on
the calorimeter to ensure steady state
conditions have been achieved. Tum off the
burner.

(3) Replace the calorimeter with the
thermocouple rake (Figure 5).

(4) Turn on the burner and ensure that the
thermocouples are reading 1900±100 -F
(1038±38 -C) to ensure steady state
conditions have been achieved.

(S]lf the calorimeter and thermocouples do
not read within range. repeat steps in
paragraphs 1 through 4 and adjust the burner
air intake damper until the proper readings
are obtained. The thermocouple rake and the
calorimeter should be used frequently to
maintain and record calibrated test
parameters. Until the specific apparatus bas
demonstrated consistency, each lest should
be calibrated. After consistency has been
confirmed. several tests may be conducted
with the pre·test calibration before and a
calibration check after the series.

19) Test Procedure. The flammability of
each set of specimens must be tested as
follows:
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(1) Record the weight of each set of seat
bottom and seat back cushion specImens to
be tested to the nearesl 0.02 pound (9 grams).

{2l Mount the seat bottom and seal back
cushion test specimens on the lest stand 85

shown in Figure 2, securing the seat back
cushion specimen to the test stand at the top.

(3) Swing the burner into position and
ensure lhallhe distance [rom the exit of the
burner cone to the side of the seat bottom
cushion specimen is 4± Ye inches (l02±3
mm).

(4) Swing the burner away from the tesl
position. Tum on the burner and allow it to
run for 2 minutes to provide adequate
warmup of the burner cone and name
stabilization.

(5) To begin the lest. swing the burner into
the test position and simultaneously start the.
timing device. .

(6) Expose the seat bottom cushion
specimen to the burner flame for 2 minutes
and then turn off the burner. Immediately
swing the burner away from the test position.
Terminate test 7 minutes after initiating
cushion exposure to the flame by use of a
gaseous extinguishing agent (Le., Halon or
Co,).

(7) Determine the weight of the remains of
the seat cushion specimen selleft on the
mounting stand to the nearest 0,02 pound (9

- grams) excluding al1 droppings.
(h) Test Report. With respect to an

specimen sets tested for a particular seat

cushion for which testing of compliance is
performed. the following information must be
recorded:

(1) An identification and description of the
specimens being tested.

(2) The number of specimen sets tested.
(3) The initial weight and residual weight of

each set, the calculated percentage weight
loss of each set. and the calculated average
percentage weight loss for the total number of
sels tested.

(4) The bum length for each sel tested.

BILUNG CODE 4ilO-l3-M
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4. By amending newly designated Part
I or Appendix F of Part 25 by removing
the words "of this appendix" wherever
they appear and inserting. in their place.
the words "Part I of this appendix".

PART 29-AIRWORTHINESS
STANDARDS: TRANSPORT
CATEGORV ROTORCRAFT

5. By amending § 29.853 by adding a
new paragraph (b) as follows:
§ 29.853 Compartment Interiors.

•
(b) In addition to meeting the

requirements of paragraph (a)(2), seal
cushions, except those on flight
crewmember seats. must meet the test
requirements of Part II of Appendix F of
Pari 25 of this chapter. or equivalent.. -

PART 121-CERTIFICATION AND
OPERATIONS: DOMESTIC, FLAG, AND
SUPPLEMENTAL AIR CARRIERS AND
COMMERCIAL OPERATORS OF
LARGE AIRCRAFT

8. By amending § 121.312 by
redesignating present paragraphs fa}
and (h) as (1) and (2), by redesignating
the inlroductory paragraph as (aj, and
by adding a new paragraph (b) 10 read
as follows:

§ 121.312 Materials for compartment
interiors.

(b) For airplanes Iype cerlificated
after January 1, 1958, after November 26,
1987, seat cushions. except those on
flight crewmember seats. in any

compartment occupied by crew or
passengers must comply with the
requirements pertaining to fire
protection of seat cushions in
§ 25.853(c), efrective November 26. 1984.
and Appendix F to Part 25 of this
chapter. effective November 26. 1964.

[Sees. 313. 314. and 601 through 610. Federal
Aviation Act of 1958. as amended (49 U.S.C.
1354,1355, and 1421 through 1430); 49 U.S.C.
106(8) (Revised. Pub. L. 97-449. JanURl)' 12.
1983))

Issued in Washington. D.C.. Oll OClOber 23.
1984.

Donald D. Engen.
Administrator.
IFR Dot.. &l-262Q4 Filed lo-Z'J-~; ;:;'0 pi'"

BilLING COOE 4910-13-M




